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Problem Formulation: Meta-Diversity Search

Motivation: Exploring Morphogenetic Systems

Results

External evaluator

● Learning to characterize diﬀerent niches of patterns
Variational AutoEncoders Contrastive Approaches

Discovery
assistant
Lack of “plasticity”

1) Outer loop:
learn a diverse set of
representations to
characterize behaviors

Can we design machine-learning tools to help scientists explore and
understand morphogenetic systems ?

→ large and complex exploration space
→ how to characterize observations?
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a) Base module embedding
neural network → VAE
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c) Parent-child transfer
→ lateral connections [4]

d) Clustering in the latent space

controllable parameters 𝜃

Formulation of the Exploration Problem?
Standard Diversity-driven Search

Guided toward
Turing-Like Patterns (TLPs)

b) Split trigger
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Update step Δt

3) Quickly adapt search
to user preferences

Hierarchically Organized Latent Modules for Exploratory Search (HOLMES)
⤷ dynamic and modular architecture actively expanded to represent the diﬀerent niches
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(Left) Representations are
compared in time between the
diﬀerent training stages.
(Right) Representations are
compared at the end of exploration
between the diﬀerent learned BCs.

● Can we drive the search toward an interesting type of diversity?

HOLMES architecture:
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RSA similarity index between 0
(dark blue) and 1 (yellow, identical).

1) HOLMES: Learning Diverse BC Spaces

Testbed Morphogenetic System: Lenia [1]
Continuous Cellular Automaton:

2) Inner loop:
search for a maximally
diverse set of patterns in
each learned BC space

Lack of “stability”

HOLMES

Impact of the choice of the BC

→ K-Means

→ Eﬃcient guidance with very sparse feedback

→ the child VAE learns to characterize
dissimilar features in its own BC space

total of 11 user interventions (one per split) with an average of 6 “clicks” (scores) to provide

2) IMGEP-HOLMES: Meta-Diversity with Guidance

Future Work: Application to “wet” systems

Integrate feedback in the goal sampling strategy to
prioritize exploration in the BC spaces of interest

Dropfactory Robotic Platform and examples of droplet behaviors.

Poietis NGB-R bioprinting system and examples of
bio-printed skin 3D model.
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